ANNOUNCEMENT

Jawahar Kala Kendra, Jaipur celebrates World Photography Day on 19th August 2020 by organising a Photography Competition and Virtual exhibition.

Theme: "Lock-down at Home"

Competition Details:
- Submissions to be made under the following sub themes:
  - Life
  - Rediscovering Nature
  - Senior Citizens
  - Portraiture

Categories for Entries:
- Open Category (of age18 years and above).
- School Students (of age17 years and below).

Eligibility:
- The competition is open to all Indian nationals.
- Images that have won awards in prior competitions or have been used for commercial purposes are not eligible.
- Studio Photos; Staged Photos; Photos with vulgar contents and photos with objectionable content or intent will be rejected.
- There is no entry fee.

Submission of Entries:
- The Call for Entries will open on the 1st of August on the JKK Website: [http://jkk.artandculture.rajasthan.gov.in/content/ArtandCulture/en/jawahar-kala-kendra.html](http://jkk.artandculture.rajasthan.gov.in/content/ArtandCulture/en/jawahar-kala-kendra.html) and on its social media platforms - Twitter: @JKK_Jaipur Instagram: @jawaharkalakendra; Facebook: @jawaharkalakendra.jaipur
- Last Date for Application: 12th August, 2020, 12:00 hours IST.
- Participant must first register by filling google form by clicking on this link: [https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeChob7Myoej1tr4JUNy-AmCPMkKUC3We7vq8-yvKlg6_3y6w/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeChob7Myoej1tr4JUNy-AmCPMkKUC3We7vq8-yvKlg6_3y6w/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1)
- Entries will have to be submitted via email at: jkkphotocompetition2020@gmail.com
- Subject Line should mention: “JKK ONLINE PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION AUGUST 2020”
- Photograph Parameters:
  - Images should be in JPEG format; resolution of minimum 300dpi; minimum of 8 inches on the shorter side.
  - Photographs taken using Mobile Phones should be minimum 2mb in size.
  - Photographs must have been taken during the lockdown between 24th March 2020 and 31st July 2020.
Digital manipulation that distorts the reality of the images will not be allowed. Only basic enhancements such as sharpening, contrast adjustment, or simple cropping will be allowed. Images with selective adjustments will not be acceptable.

- Each entrant can submit a maximum of only 2 photographs. Only one email per participant will be accepted. The file name of submitted photo should strictly follow this specified format: “First Name of Photographer” (hyphen) “Sub Theme”.jpg (example: name-subtheme.jpg)
- Meta Data should not be deleted from the submitted entry
- Photographs may be in colour or black & white.
- Photographs submitted must have been taken by the entrant

- The following details of the participant need to be mentioned in the submission email:
  - Name; Age; Category; Sub Theme; Address; Email ID; Mobile Number; Passport Size photo of entrant; A brief introduction of the entrant in maximum 100 words.
- Submitted photograph(s) must not infringe on another person's or organisation's copyright or privacy, IPR, Trademark etc. JKK has zero tolerance to plagiarism.

**Selection & Announcement of Winners:**

- One Overall Winner, and Three Winners in each category will be selected by a JURY of EXPERTS appointed by JKK. Jury decision will be final and non-negotiable. Winners will receive specially curated award along with an E-Certificate of appreciation.
- Winners will be announced online and displayed on JKK website.
- All participants will get E-Certificate of Participation
- Winning entries will be exhibited virtually on the JKK Website and social media platforms.